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FMCG HOLDS TIGHT

In the face of Covid-19, fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) have so far fared well compared to
other ‘riskier’ sectors, such as luxury and apparel. Consumer goods are a relative safe haven; the
declines, while steep, are still not as pronounced as other sectors. This can be attributed to many
of these goods being considered as necessities by shoppers.
“The downturn may not hit FMCG as hard as other product sectors, but it is likely to be
consequential in terms of changing consumer purchasing behavior. A sharp increase in ecommerce activity may result in online players becoming more significant as the gatekeepers to
FMCG shoppers.
James McDonald, Managing Editor, Warc

PUSH FOR PACKAGED FOODS &
SNACKING
FMCG brands were benefiting from a shift in consumer perception.
During quarantine, packaged foods and snacking goods have become
highly desirable. Kraft Heinz enjoyed its first sales bump in years, with
expected 3% growth in the first quarter of 2020 (Quartz, 2020). General
Mills, maker of Cheerio’s cereal and Yoplait yoghurt, also forecasted a
“coronavirus boost to profit” (Reuters, 2020).
According to UK consumer insights specialist Mintel, shoppers who’d
shunned canned and processed foods over the past few years are now
more comfortable justifying these purchases, as they are “safe to eat”.

Also, in defense of snacking, Nestle’s chief executive Mark Schneider
asserted in a recent interview that comfort foods are “just as important as
essential nutrients”, while US-based snack giant Mondelez International is
currently facing unprecedented online demand.

RESPONSES THAT RESONATE

FMCG brands have moved swiftly to bolster their labor forces, protect workers and do their
bit towards fighting coronavirus.

Over 90% of people globally want brands to do everything they can to protect the wellbeing
and financial security of their employees and suppliers, even if it means incurring losses until
the pandemic ends.
Edelman Trust Barometer Special Report, 2020

ACTIVE ASSISTANCE & COMMUNITY
CARE
FMCG brands were stretching their capabilities in the fight against coronavirus.

Mondelez International has repurposed its 3D-printing technology – normally used to create chocolate sculptures – to
produce medical visors for frontline NHS medical staff. Meanwhile, US meat processor Tyson Foods has pledged $13m
to support local communities where the company operates, as well as $60m in 'thank you' bonuses to employees,
such as truck drivers, working during this time.
Unilever will consider providing early payment to agencies and other SME suppliers struggling with financial liquidity at
this time

Swiss multinational Nestle was providing support to charities, medical institutions and other frontline organizations, and
was working closely with the Red Cross.
But FMCG brands had also demonstrated support for social distancing. Coca-Cola’s billboard in Times Square
advocates: ‘Stay Apart is The Best Way to Stay United’, while McDonald’s has ‘separated’ the iconic arches of
its famous logo.
US cookie brand Oreo has launched a fun-loving ad that riffs on its ‘Stay Playful’ marketing concept. The new
commercial shows families in lockdown having fun with Oreo cookies, but adds ‘Stay Home’ to its ‘Stay Playful’
tagline.

PROBLEM-SOLVING WITH PRODUCT

In the wake of Covid-19, FMCG brands and retailers are recalibrating their manufacturing
and distribution processes. Focusing on core product lines, they’re maintaining better stock
levels and meeting increased consumer demand.
Consumers right now need and want to know, as confidently as possible, the availability of
the products they use. They need clear reassurance from brands, regular updates and
better accessibility.

Jake Medina, Brand & Marketing Strategy Specialist

PRIORITY PRODUCTS
UK supermarket chain Tesco was supplying its retail
channels with up to double its normal quantities of
milk, bread, rice and pasta, while simplifying its milk
products to two and four pints (BBC, 2020).
Scandinavian multinational Arla was prioritising the
supply of products that were “most important at this
time”, according to a statement.
“This includes fresh dairy products, infant nutrition,
cooking products, long-life milk, nutritional products
for the medical sector and milk powder for
countries outside Europe,” explains chief executive
Peder Tuborgh.

NEW DIRECT CHANNELS
Numerous brands globally had been expanding their
product offers to deliver groceries to consumers.
US food processing company Heinz had launched an
online delivery service called Heinz to Home.
This enabled consumers to shop an e-commerce site
for 'bundles' of Heinz products, which were then
shipped directly to their door. The initiative has kicked
off with a bundle comprising 16 cans, including Heinz
Cream of Tomato Soup, Heinz Beans and Heinz
Hoops.
London cake shop Lola's Cupcakes is delivering fresh
produce and other food and drink staples to
consumers in the UK.

FUTURE INSIGHTS
Act with Humility
If your brand profited, or appeared to profit, as a result of Covid-19 or the economic downturn, consumers will
feel resentful and disenfranchised. Make them feel excited to buy your goods or services, not disadvantaged.
Trust Has Never Mattered More
Consumers are looking up to brands to step in and help keep medical professionals, key workers and the general
public safe and well-equipped with essential goods. Brands will be judged in the future by how they act now.
Build More Social Care into Your Strategies
Covid-19 had forced governments, brands and consumers to face up many of society’s greatest challenges..
Find ways to continue an amplified level of social care and continue to invest in worthy causes.

Convert Impulse Purchases to Online Spend
With social distancing measures, individuals will more than likely still be hesitant to frequent public spaces. This
means that out-of-home impulse shopping will remain inaccessible for most brands. We suggest to replace these
sales by investing in easy and welcoming e-commerce channels.

THE NEW ERA
Post-Covid-19 consumers are transitioning to a ‘new normal’.
As panic buying opened the way for structured planning, older consumers are embracing online
technologies, home cooking remains a desirable commodity, and heightened food consciousness
is influencing ‘healthier’ and more ethical food choices.
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CONSUMERS GO LOCAL
While supermarket chains must keep shelves stocked and delivery slots routinely command
long online ‘queues’, consumers are also considering grocery suppliers closer to home.
There’s an inclination to support their own community right now.
“Sometimes it takes a breakdown to have a breakthrough. This is not short term. The one
thing we all have the opportunity to do is reconnect within our communities […] this
pandemic will see stronger and more resilient community-based food systems in the long
run.
Caesaré Assad, CEO, Food System Six

HOMECOOKING’S
BOOST
The prolonged time people have had to spend
in their homes in lockdown across is clearly
forcing a rethinking in consumer behavior. The
desire to spend more time at home and cook
your own food appears to be a likely side
effect that will extend over time.
The at-home cooking boom has also seen a
rise in kitchen gadgets, according to The
Spoon founder Michael Wolf, with bread
makers seeing an eight-times spike in sales in
the US, and a 400% increase in sales of home
rotisseries (The Spoon, 2020).

ONLINE
SHOPPING
New (older) audiences embraced online
delivery.
Mintel reports (March 2020) that
technophobic older consumers (55+) have
embraced online shopping. These
consumers are using simple ordering
platforms, as opposed to logging into brand
e-commerce sites.
“We’re already seeing that many
supermarkets have responded quickly to
provide a much more simple online
shopping experience by taking orders via
WeChat Groups and offering same-day
grocery delivery.
Ruyi Xu, Head of Mintel reports, North Asia

SOCIAL TOOLS
SWITCH GEAR
For consumers taking their first steps in the
kitchen, they will seek easy-to-follow cookery
programming that walks them through the
process in a step-by-step fashion.
Before the popularity of ‘chef shows’ were that
they showed you how to make gourmet
complicated dishes.
Now celebrity chefs must merge everyday
ingredients and their personality. There’s a
refocusing on ‘this is how you do it’ simplicity.”

SUSTAINABILITY

CONSUMERS REVALUATE WASTE

The new insight is that consumers adopt a ‘less waste’ mentality.
Food is taking on new value […] there’s a new hurdle which makes people want to use the food
they have before you go over that hurdle. Consumers may find themselves trying to figure out a
recipe to cook whatever they have left or maybe actively looking up, if they can freeze their
supplies.
“We will come out of this with much more familiarity in the kitchen, and between that and the
experience of valuing food in a different way, there’s potential to lead to a reduction in food
waste at home.
Dana Gunders,

LEANING INTO CLEAN
Foods perceived as being clean and non-toxic are resonating with health-conscious consumers.
Shoppers seek foods that have been produced using high food safety standards. ‘Clean’-label
products hit supermarket shelves, while bioengineered foods will soon require their own
dedicated on-pack label.
The Diversification of Organic: Organic is becoming increasingly embedded in a wider health
and ethical positioning, as the organic industry seeks to appeal to discerning consumers
Advancement of Clean Label: Scandinavian dairy brand Arla Foods has unveiled a new cleanlabel ambient yoghurt for the Chinese market that uses its 100% natural Nutrilac YO-4575 whey
protein.
Bio-Engineered – The New Clean: US plant-based food brand Impossible Foods has been using a
soon-to-be-federally-mandated GMO label on packaging for its Impossible Burger (a plant-based
burger made using genetically modified ingredients).

CLIMATE-CONSCIOUS
ACCREDITATIONS
71% of adults worldwide agree that in the long term, climate change is as serious a crisis as
Covid-19 . This sentiment will amplify the importance of eco-aligned food production and
ingredient sourcing.
Carbon-Usage Labels: Carbon labelling – certified by Carbon Trust – is becoming more popular
(Wired, 2020). The organization issues climate carbon neutral certification to companies that
have calculated and offset the environmental impact of a product.
Reduce food waste: FMCG giant Unilever has collaborated with food waste app Too Good To
Go to develop the ‘often good after’ packaging label, in order to “save” food.
Less Water Footprint: With freshwater supplies increasingly under threat, brands will need to use
less water in their production processes in order to attract eco-conscious consumers.

HUMANE
ACCREDITATIONS
+ HONEST
LABELLING
When it comes to food manufacturing,
morally driven consumers are demanding
the highest possible levels of animal
welfare. Responding to this and meeting the
need for a more accurate labelling system,
new labels are being implemented that
offer enhanced provenance and
transparency.
- Slow-Grow Supply
- Slave-Free
- Natural. Organic Soil Certification
- RSPCA Reassurance (farm animals have been given
access to natural lighting, comfortable bedding, environmental
enrichment, shade and shelter)

“The evidence is clear: once consumers know the full
story, many of us choose higher welfare.
CiWF, 2020

THE NEW HABITS

SMALLER,
HEALTHIER &
AFFORDABLE
Restaurants are turning away from the large,
wasteful plates of oftentimes unhealthy food.
They are shifting towards less expensive dining,
and rethinking their menus with a really robust,
healthy, local and flavorful approach.

We need to look away from the groaning
plate, which is the benchmark of the food
system with big servings. I think there’s a lot
of money to be made in a modest menu.
Not only in terms of selection, but also
pricing and serving size.
Robert Egger, Founder, LA Kitchen

NO TO PANIC BUYING, YES TO PLANNING

Covid-19 has changed the consumers plan and shop for food. They adjusted their food
planning and purchasing habits to cope with shortages & limited access to fresh goods. The
new mentality to grocery shopping has given way to a more structured approach.
There is no doubt consumers have moved away from an ‘on the go’ lifestyle to more of a ‘safe
in-home consumption’ trend.
Vaughan Ryan, Director, Nielsen

IMMUNITY FOCUS: FERMENTED
FOOD

US sales of fermented foods are sky-rocketing, with kimchi seeing a 952% year-on-year spike,
and sauerkraut jumping 960% in the week ending March 29 (Bloomreach, 2020). As studies
suggest fermented foods boost immunity, the sales swell reflects growing interest in functional
ingredients, especially those with immunity benefits.
Now shoppers have become better educated on the link between diet and health and are
adjusting their eating habits accordingly. The increase in fermented food sales underlines the
continued commercial relevance of health-supporting products – suggesting that nostalgiafuelled snacking hasn’t outstripped demand for nutritious purchases.

FRESH & HEALTHY
“Consuming organic and healthy food products is now considered the new hype.”
Sales of imported health foods, such as supplements and premium dairy products, are booming
worldwide, while low-nutrition food products are gradually losing popularity.
Also, offbeat and regional tastes becoming widely accepted. Spice and heat will take on increasing
complexity. They will also be recognized as agents for healing, especially as medical
doctors prescribe herbs and produce for disease prevention and cure.
The experience of sugar, salt and fat will change as better alternatives are brought to market.
Off the back of this, kokumi will further establish itself as our sixth taste sensation, adding oiliness and
richness to foodstuffs.

THE HYGIENE

FOOD SAFETY & HYGIENE AS PRIORITY

Because the Covid-19 virus (like the SARS outbreak) is believed to have originated from a wet
market, food safety (and ethics) has pivoted to the forefront of government, brand and consumer
conversations. As a result, a ban on the consumption and farming of wild animals and pork is
being rolled out across China in the wake of the deadly coronavirus epidemic (CNN, 2020). So the
next years we will see a clear decrease of meat consumption due to hygiene reasons, and a clear
blooming of meat alternatives.

THE NEW SAFETY
After the masks, the protective covers will
be a hit!
The China’s top food delivery
app Meituan has started offering
cardboard ‘shields’ to prevent the spread
of coronavirus when its customers dine in
public spaces like office canteens, by
blocking infectious droplets that may be
circulating in the air.

TRANSPARENCY RULES

Contactless delivery is not just a trend, it is a new kind of reality.
In Asia, Scooter-riding couriers and online food retailers present customers a reassurance guarantee
slip that includes details of the body temperature of the cooks, food packagers and couriers for
every order, as well as their daily disinfecting routines.
This provides consumers with a high level of transparency, something that they will likely expect in
everything they buy, especially when it comes to food products, as
reported by Nielsen (March 2020).

CONTACTLESS
FUTURES
Potentially negating the need for these
precautions in future, several companies
are deploying drones, robots and
autonomous vehicles.
For example E-commerce giant JD.Com is
using autonomous vehicles to deliver
medical supplies and groceries in Wuhan,
while Meituan brings groceries to Beijing
customers via compact self-driving
shuttles.

FUTURE INSIGHTS
Encourage the Embrace of Home
Home has swiveled to center focus, in the cooking realm and beyond. You can use this opportunity to upsell home
improvement & DIY products and inspire newly enthused cooks with online tutorials and tie-ups with technologies like
Alexa and Google Home.
Treat Food as a Wellness Tool
Increased interest in maintaining health and wellness is a real opportunity for brands . Health-boosting edibles are a
viable way for food brands to curry favor with busy consumers. So shout about the wellness benefits attached to your
product .

Rethink Local
With consumers looking much closer to home for their grocery shop, think about the kinds of smaller, more localized
services you can offer. Think about how you can get involved with direct-to-consumer produce boxes or meal kits
assembled from local food producers.
Reduce Waste
As consumers become more aware of what they have in their pantries and how they can use everything that they
purchase, they will be looking for tools, technologies and packaging that helps them achieve this. Think about smart
storage systems and meal-planning apps that help consumers prioritize what to eat first.
Commit to Contactless
Consumers will continue to embrace delivery services when it comes to grocery shopping & food delivery. So zerocontact and unstaffed services will become consumer expectations.

3rd W A V E

VEGAN

Catering to discerning and health-conscious vegan or
semi-vegan consumers, brands experimented with
fresh and sophisticated ingredients and flavors for
plant-based eats, whilst shifting emphasis away from
commonly used industrialized soy and maize.

PIGLESS PORK
Created by Beyond Meat chief
developer Dave Anderson alongside cofounder Bill Glaser, US pigless bacon-chip
brand Pig Out evokes the taste of pork
rinds thanks to its blend of aromatic
spices.
“Consumers want more plant-based
foods and we want to make it easier to
find them as low-sodium snacks. Our
‘pork’ rinds have 200g of sodium per
ounce, compared to 800g for regular
pork rinds”.
Bill Glaser, Co-Founder, PigOut

NON-FISHY FISH

German food brand Veganz’s Salmon
Style Slices are made from algae and
smoked using beechwood, and
Taiwanese food company Vegefarm
Corp.’s vegan shrimp, made from
konjac, mimics the texture and taste of
fish, especially when grilled or deep fried.

ALT-MEAT ASCENT
German food brand Frostmeat
Fleischandels-gesellschaft’s Planty-OfBurger burger is made from beetroot and
coconut fat, creating the juiciness of a
real burger. German food brand Bunte
Burger presented texture-rich burgers
derived from beans and jackfruit.
US plant-based meat company Beyond
Meat’s Beyond Sausage bratwurst, made
from pea, fava beans and rice proteins
and wrapped in an algae-based casing,
is soy- and gluten-free. Meanwhile, UK
food brand Moving Mountains’ plantbased bratwurst has a skin that ‘cracks
open’ when bitten into, like a meat
sausage does.

STRIDES IN NON-DAIRY
Cashew-based dairy cropped up at
numerous stands. Examples include German
brand Happy Cheeze’s Cashewgurt (cashew
yogurt), German brand Lalicorne’s
fermented cashew cream cheeses and
the Finnish Cheese Company Ltd's cashewbased cheese, which was coated with a fine
white mould, making it the perfect vegan
addition to a cheeseboard.
Israeli food brand Yofix’s probiotic oat-based
yoghurt Only is made up of oats, seeds, fruits
and live cultures. It has no emulsifiers,
thickeners, preservatives, dairy or soy.
Taking cashew through to hot meals,
German smoothie brand Frank
Juice launched a line of Frank Soups,
including a broccoli and cashew version.

NO-HONEY HONEY

Dutch food exporter De Smaak
Specialist showcased its No Bee honey
made from tapioca syrup, apple juice
and lemon – making the sweet food
available to the vegan marke

AMPLIFIED EASE
Global flavors came through in convenience-led
formats, enabling consumers to tap into diverse tastes
and cultures through the medium of cooking.

DEMOCRATISING
NUANCED FLAVOR
UK food brand Chillal’s Spice Co showcased its
products for time-short, flavour-curious
consumers, including batch-crafted spice mixes
for Karahi Chicken and Butter Chicken, as well
as vegan curry pastes for dishes such as Tofu
Tikka Masala and Aubergine Rogan Josh.
Meanwhile, Malaysian food company Care
Food Industries has launched a Konjac Noodle
Meal Kit, which is fat- and sugar-free. It comes in
a microwaveable and compostable container.
Cypriot food brand Kook-Aloney exhibited its
range of Levantine cuisine, including dinner kits,
dips and instant dry marinade mixes. Kits include
White Taouk Chicken, Falafel and Hummus.

QUICK MEALS
US food brand Kitchen & Love showcased its
cauliflower-based ‘quick meal’ pots, which include
Peruvian Vegetable Ceviche and Moroccan Vegetable
Harissa.
Launched by Dutch food brand AD Van Geloven, the
Mora Tostini is a savoury alternative to the popular
Poptart (a Gen Z favorite). This toaster-friendly snack – or
light meal – comprises crunchy bread filled with a
variety of fillings.
Dutch food company Crème de la Cream highlighted
its ‘cereal bombs’, packaged in convenient tubes.
Varieties include Apple and Teff & Carrot. They can be
consumed straight from the tube, or with milk like a
traditional cereal.

CREATIVE CONDIMENTS
Israeli food brand Lins Farm introduced its
Organic Yellow Tahini (infused with turmeric)
and its organic Green Tahini (infused with
spirulina). Meanwhile, Israeli food
brand Mighty Sesame Co spotlighted its tahini
product that comes in a handy squeezable
tube (the product is usually sold in glass jars).
Meanwhile, Beer Vinegar by Italian food
company Acetaia Guiseppe Cremonini
Doppelbock's beer, was showcased alongside
Italian food brand Acetaia Terra Del Tuono’s
version. Entirely alcohol-free, its bitter
aftertaste makes it a perfect accompaniment
to smoked cheeses and meats. Similarly,
Belgian beer brand Leffe has partnered with
Belgian fruit preserve manufacturer Belberry to
launch a line of fruit preserves designed for
pairing with cheese and Leffe beers

INDULGENCE ON THE MENU
Tapping into treat-worthy eating occasions, food
developers pulled out all the stops to make their
products stand out from the crowd.

KETO CRAVINGS
“In social media, people talk about how keto
has changed their lives. Nothing like this
[efficacy] has happened before – not even with
vegan or Paleo”.
Chris Spencer, Founder, Upstar Ice Cream

US ketogenic ice-cream brand Keto Pint spot-lit
its keto-friendly no-added-sugar ice creams,
available in sea salt caramel and chocolate chip
cookie dough.
Meanwhile, German low-carb food start-up Food
Punk’s low-carb bake mixes are keto-friendly,and
include fat-loaded ingredients such as coconut
and almond oil.
Supporting keto devotee’s love of butter,
German bio-butter brand Kaestler introduced its
range of organic butters, which are infused with
herbs and vegetables and come in grass-based
paper packaging.

SAVORY SENSATIONS
Released by German food company Frostkrone,
Lava Bites are deep-frozen, pre-fried snacks or sides
that consist of creamy cheddar cheese – spiked
with a hint of jalapeno – encased in a layer of
crispy batter.
Greek dairy brand Divanis Cheese showed its new
Crispy Feta snack, made entirely from fresh milk.
The crispiness is acquired via a dehydration
process, adding a new spin to a traditional
product.

Dippa! is an Italian-inspired lasagna dip encased in
a crown of bread. The product is produced by
Belgian food brand Fresh Meals N.V. German food
brand Galileo showcased its pizza donut products.

DECADENT DESSERTS
Dutch frozen food
brand Boermarke showcased its
Everyday IceCream Donut – an airy,
crispy layer of donut adorned with ice
cream and toppings such as chocolate.
Macedonian food brand Via Prom
Macedonia has used ruby
chocolate (the fourth variety of
chocolate), for its Rubio Sandwich
Cookies. Their shape evokes that of an
Oreo.

FOOD THAT CHANGES THE WORLD
As climate change poses a massive threat to the
survival of humanity, food and drink brands are doing
their bit to futureproof the planet.

NURTURING THE
LAND
Echoing the emphasis on the importance of
healthy topsoil, Dutch biscuit brand Farm
Brothers, which produces slow-baked, vegan
cookies made from oats, spelt and rye,
prioritizes the regeneration of degraded soil.
For every box of biscuits sold, the company
donates a small square of land to an organic
farmer. This is illustrated as a physical print on
every pack, making the initiative more
tangible.
“We don’t want to be the company that
owns the ‘soil challenge’; we want to help
ignite a movement that solves the problem”.
• Teyler Padberg, Co-Founder, Farm Brother

HEMP’S
COMMERCIAL HOLD
Hemp, popular for its high fibre content, omega fatty
acids and protein content, was a star ingredient at
the show. Ticking the eco box, both organic and
conventional hemp is cultivated without pesticides.
German potato specialist Schne-Frost has launched
frozen Avita Vegetable Hemp Sticks, combining
chickpeas, corn, carrots, peas and parsnips with
hemp seeds. Cheese product Heumilch Smaragd,
launched by Austrian food brand ErlebnissSennerei
Zillertal, is infused with the scent of hay and hemp
seeds, and Danish snack brand Mols
Organic showcased its organic raw Hemp & Goji
snack bars. On the drinks front, Hemponade used the
ingredient in a beverage format alongside lemon
and mint.

FUTURE INSIGHTS
Use On-Pack Messaging to Illustrate Ethos
The easiest way to spread awareness around pertinent environmental and social issues is to include them
on-pack. This ensures the message isn’t lost when the product makes its journey into the consumer’s
home.
Link Food Prep to Waste Reduction
While meal kits offer a more convenient way to assemble, you need to be innovative and underline also
their added benefit of waste reduction.
Texture is Everything
In overcrowded product categories, a smart way to differentiate an everyday product is through sensory
experience. Find unusual formats that play with mouthfeel and intensity of flavor.
Court Keto Cohorts
The time for keto-based product development is now. Find new ways to serve keto diet audience with
products that feel and look luxe.

BEVERAGE BRANDS TAKE A STAND
Sustainability is a growing concern for consumers.
Drinks brands at this year’s show proved that they are
listening to this growing imperative by showcasing a
wide array of planet-friendly ingredients and ethical
production practices.

LIQUID FOR A CAUSE
French soft drink start-up Bee Zen sets aside a portion of profits
from its honey-based wellness drinks to safeguard the dwindling
bee population, with one can sponsoring one bee. Τhe brand
recently launched a rose and honey green tea, infused with
passionflower and chamomile.
Luxury Italian coffee brand Mogi Caffe launched Lady Blue, a
sustainable coffee grown, harvested and dehydrated by a
female-only social co-operative in Guatemala, aiming to
empower women.

Danish company Seimei has a broader approach to ethical
production, calling itself a 360° CSR company. The drinks
manufacturer, which produces healthy juices, sodas and
bottled water, donates a portion of profit to several charities,
produces minimal waste and powers its factory with renewable
energy. Meanwhile, 40% of its workforce are refugees.

DRINKING
LEFTOVERS
Many drinks brands utilize waste ingredient
streams to create beverages that are ecofriendly, nutritious and flavorful.

German start-up Kokojoo launched a soft drink
infused with cocoa shells (a waste product
from chocolate production). The shells are
soaked in carbonated water for a subtle,
smooth chocolate flavor and sweetened with
agave nectar, to create a drink full of
antioxidants.
US beverage brand Up To Good showcased its
sparkling energy drinks made from cascara, a
by-product of coffee production. Alongside
reducing waste, the brand also channels 1% of
its revenue back to coffee farmers.

MAKING WATER WORK
Despite bottled water taking heavy criticism for its impact
on the environment, it’s still a booming industry, with one
million bottles being sold globally every minute.
Recognizing this, responsive brands have found ways to
reduce excessive packaging, add exciting flavors and
textures, and boost bottle functionality.

WATER PACKS REFORMULATED
Plastic waste is a huge issue for bottled
water production.
Addressing this, Lithuanian water
brand Birstonas Mineral
Water showcased its eco-pack concept,
whereby bottles are made from recycled
(and recyclable) plastic. Bottle packs are
tied together using strong biodegradable
straps before shipping, eliminating the
need for shrink-wrap. Together, these
packaging tweaks reduce the amount of
single-use plastic produced by the
company by 90%..

SCENT-SATIONAL
The scent is intrinsically connected to taste (up to 80% of
taste is affected by smell) and an integral/essential part of
the experience.
Capitalizing on this, German start-up Air Up has developed a
smart water bottle that uses this to make plain water taste
like fruit. A scent-filled ring is placed over the straw at the top
of the bottle and activated by pulling the top part of the
ring upwards. As the user drinks plain water through the
straw, air bubbles are released into the liquid and detected
by the olfactory center in the brain, simulating a fruity taste.
Scent rings are available in lime, orange and passionfruit,
lemon hop, peach and apple.

HEALTHIER FIZZ
Sugar is losing its appeal due to its links to
rising levels of obesity. Brands are finding
ways to reframe water as an alternative
to sugar-laden soft drinks.
Portuguese brand Captain
Kombucha exhibited its new veganfriendly kefir water, a naturally fizzy
probiotic drink fermented with water kefir
grain bacteria. This low-calorie drink is
available in original, raspberry, cola, and
ginger and lemon flavors.
Meanwhile, Cypriot start-up Green
Cola has launched tonic and soda water
alternatives that substitute sugar and
aspartame with stevia.

REINVENTING EVERYDAY BEVERAGES
Beverage brands re-evaluated traditional drinks
categories, including coffee and tea, as well as the
widely invigorated kombucha market, and created
new products that fit into the evolving lifestyles and
priorities of the modern consumer.

TENACIOUS TEAS
Tea brands are introducing cold, ready-to-drink teas for
different occasions. German luxury drinks brand Van
Nahmen exhibited sparkling teas formulated by
specialist tea sommeliers, showcased in corked, glass
bottles that evoke champagne packaging. Flavors
include verbena jasmine Riesling, Darjeeling, rose and
rhubarb, & Earl Grey with lemongrass and peach. This
luxe upgrade offers sober curious consumers an
alcohol-free option that still feels premium.
German drink brand Hakuma’s whole tea drinks toe the
line between iced tea and energy drink. Instead of
infusing tea leaves in the liquid, the beverages include
micro-ground tea powder mixed with fruit juices,
resulting in a higher caffeination in the final product.
Varieties include black tea with peach, turmeric and
pepper, jasmine tea with pink grapefruit, yuzu
and quassia; and matcha with mango, ginger and
lemon.

KOMBUCHA
RELOADED
Thanks to the increasing global interest and
awareness in gut health, Kombucha has become a
staple for many consumers. Producers at the show
took the probiotic drink to new heights, offering
personalised formulations and flavour blends.
Polish beverage brand Vigo Kombucha showcased
two versions of the same kombucha product – one
fermented for two days and one for 10 days. The first
version had a milder taste and a longer shelf life. The
second was more intense in flavour and had a
higher nutrient content, thanks to extended
fermentation time. The drinks are available in
original, maple, schisandra and acai flavours

CAPTIVATING COFFEE
Coffee sees an overhaul, with brands playing with
texture and flavor, and creatively jumbling pre-existing
formats. Swiss brand Mövenpick introduced a new line
of sparkling, fruity, cold brew coffee drinks that offer
zingy flavors with an unusual mouthfeel. Flavors include
strawberry, lime and ginger.
Also experimenting with flavor, Portuguese wine
brand Boca launched a coffee-wine combination. The
5.5% abv Shiraz wine and coffee blend is designed to
appeal to both wine drinkers and coffee superfans and
has a fruity and earthy flavor profile.
Offering an indulgent take of morning coffee, Thai
smoothie brand Fruita showcased the breakfast
smoothie Wake Up Banoffee, a blend of banana,
caramel, coffee and coconut milk.

FUTURE INSIGHTS
Think Ethical as Well as Sustainable
In addition to communicating the positive impact your product is having on the environment, consider
also highlighting how it might be boosting local communities. This message could be shared on the
packaging, through branding, or via face-to-face engagement with brand ambassadors.
Put a Luxurious Spin on Non-Alcoholic Products
Consider how you can package 0% alcohol products in desirable ways to help sober curious
consumers feel included in the luxury category.
Delete Plastic at Every Stage
Find ways to remove plastic from all points of the production process, from ingredient sourcing and
production, all the way through to shipping.
Delve Deeper for Inspiration
As a food or beverage brand, look beyond the classics and investigate exciting new ingredient
inspirations and innovations. Take a more serious approach to wellness and vitality.

